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Omi’s gaze was cold, and he was very stifled, “It’s so damn fossilized, a race can’t even do its best, and I
have to drain the water, I really want to chop up this group of royalty.”

“Hush, Mi’er, you dare to say such treacherous words, it’s going to kill you.”

“But, the winner is the king and the loser is the enemy, if I wasn’t inferior in strength, how would I
endure such evil anger, when I become an Earth Immortal on the other day, I will step on the emperor’s
head with one foot, I will ask him, whether he will obey.”

“Mi’er, don’t say it.”Zhou Tie’s forehead was sweating profusely.

Omi didn’t show his tongue anymore, no matter how painful his mouth was, his enemies wouldn’t lose
a piece of meat, instead, it would spread out and there would be a disaster of extermination.

“Mi’er, don’t really think like this in the future, yes, everyone wants to be in a high position, but they
also need to be capable, the emperor is an Earth Immortal level powerhouse, the entire scope of the
Yun Luo Immortal Kingdom, 100 million years, can’t produce a single Earth Immortal ah.Besides, for
Yun Zhan to become a king of an immortal kingdom, it wasn’t just about having Earth Immortal
strength.Alright, let’s not discuss so much about the royal family now, lest it spreads out and that
would be a big deal.Mi’er, the most important thing for you right now is to be able to obtain Princess
Yun Meng and obtain her bride-price after fifty years.”

“Pull it down, it’s just a woman, what’s the difference when the lights are off?”

“Oh.”Zhou Tie laughed, his words seemingly reasonable, but yet completely unreasonable.If that was
the case, then why would so many men in the world compete for one woman.Different women, her
background, background, and ability, were all different.If it was just for the pleasure of rolling in bed,
it was indeed the same, even when the man’s lights were turned off.

Right now, in Belinda Ma’s room, which is next door to Omi’s room.

When Belinda Ma came back tonight, she took a beautiful shower, then, as if she was expecting
something inside.

However, Omi went to Zhou Tie’s study, and did not return for a long time.In fact, Omi didn’t go for a
long time, it was only that Belinda Ma was a little anxious inside that it felt long. Remember the
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Julie Ma was in a good mood today, she would never forget the bet Omi made with her three years ago,
if she won the top 80 of the Genius List, she would pass the True Fire spell to Omi and, willingly, let
Omi do it once.How could Belinda Ma forget, and as soon as she returned, she went to take a shower
full of expectations.

The first three times, they were all forced, but, except for the first and second, on the third time,
Belinda Ma even felt happy.So, inside, Belinda Ma was quite eager to see what it would be like this
time when she didn’t resist at all and was willing.



Waiting and waiting, finally Omi came back.

Belinda Ma, out of face, of course, would not take the initiative to send her to the door.

Seeing that Omi was back, Belinda Ma was busy opening the door, pretending it was unintentional.

“You’re back.”Belinda Ma asked.

“Yeah.”Don Omi wasn’t in a good mood, as he felt oppressed.

“Thank you, Choomi.”

“Thank me for what.”

“If it wasn’t for you, there wouldn’t be a me today, if it wasn’t for you, I would still be in Xixing Town,
still the golden girl who was envied by the whole town.”

“Alright, I know, you don’t need to thank me so much, Master leads the door, cultivation is in the
individual, inseparable from your own efforts.”

“Your expression, that’s so bland?”Julie Ma was a bit puzzled, she thought that Omi must be looking
proud now that he won the bet, and then asked her to fulfill her promise, and then she half-heartedly
did that with him.However, Omi was so bland that he didn’t even need her thanks, and didn’t look at
all smug, let alone look like he had earned it.

“I told the truth, all right early

Point to rest.”

“Ah, oh.”Julie Ma was a little lost when she saw that Omi seemed to have forgotten about that original
bet, she’d been looking forward to it for so long and it was suddenly gone, it was a little empty, and
she wanted to feel what it was like when she was willing.

“Anything else?”

“Nope.”

“Goodnight then.”

“Oh, by the way, didn’t you want to learn my real fire spell earlier?I can teach it to you, it’s just that my
true fire spell isn’t strong, it’s just a scrapbook I happened to get, only three layers.I’m only at the first
layer, and it’s hard to practice true fire spells.”

After saying that, Belinda Ma hurriedly took out a remnant scroll and handed it to Omi.

Omi stood at the door of the room and flipped it open to read it.

About ten minutes later, Omi returned the True Fire spell to Belinda Ma.

“What?You don’t learn?”Belinda Ma was puzzled.

Omi said, “You only have three layers, how can I learn.”



Belinda Ma was speechless: “It doesn’t matter if it’s three layers, you can practice these three layers
first ah.”

Omi said, “I’ve already finished practicing these three layers.”

“What, what did you say?”Julie Ma wondered if she had misheard.

A very pure flame flew out from Omi’s palm as he struck out.

“Wow.”The ground in front of the house was suddenly burned out of an utterance, it was truly burnt to
the ground with no residue left.

Omi said, “This is the third layer of this true fire spell you picked up, honestly, the power is
average.”Omi was a little disappointed, if Omi was to have a broader future in the path of Immortal
Dan in the future, he would have to learn a stronger True Fire spell.However, Omi was already very
confident now that he had learned this low-level True Fire spell, first-grade Immortal Pillar.

“Oh my god, you actually practiced it to the third level after just watching for a while.”Julie Ma looked
at Omi incredulously.

“It’s okay.”Omi said lightly, not feeling that he was very good, Omi had been quite talented at
practicing such low-level secrets since he was a child.

Belinda Ma had to re-examine Omi, she couldn’t help but admit that Zhou Mi was really powerful, so
powerful that she actually might not even be qualified to be a concubine for him at all.

Thinking about this, and all of Zhou Mi’s previous genius manifestations, a wave of admiration rose up
within Belinda Ma.

If she had been told that Zhou Mi was such a person, what would she have resisted when she had
defiled her in the first place.

“It’s fine I’m sleeping, I’m tired from today’s competition.”

“Good.”

Omi entered his room and fell back to rest.

But Julie Ma was lying on the bed, it was hard to sleep through the night, in the early morning hours,
Julie Ma squinted will, suddenly felt, there was someone lying on her, Julie Ma was suddenly happy to
open her eyes, but found that it was just a dream.She thought, it was Zhou Mi climbed up, causing her
a surprise, ready to cooperate, the result.Belinda Ma smiled bitterly, she didn’t even know if she was a
pervert herself.

Right now, in Omi’s room, Omi was trying to refine the Immortal Pill.

Omi had gotten up in the middle of the night and finally had the True Fire spell, so he could try to see
if he could concoct a pure Immortal Pill.

Once he was able to concoct an Immortal Pill, the first thing Omi would do was to go for an
assessment and get the title of First Grade Immortal Pill Master, and then there would be not just two
but three Immortal Pill Masters in the Yunluo Immortal Kingdom.
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